Phrases Using Diatonic Major Key 1 5 7 3 Voicings
Ted Greene, 1985-07-05

Assignment: 1) add the missing names and notes. 2) Play one example at a time until you can do it evenly and fairly quickly. Add emotion so these phrases live. 3) Memorize a few of your favorites.

Key of D

1) DA7  Em7  GA7  F#m7

2) DA7  Bm7  GA7  F#m7

3/4, rubato

3) Bm7  GA7  Em7  F#m7  DA7  Bm7  GA7  Em7  A7  DA7

4/4 variation

4) F#m7  GA7  Em7  F#m7  DA7  Bm7  GA7  E9-Gb6  DA7

Key of F

5) Gm7  Am7  FA7  Dm7  E9  F#7  Dm7  BbA7
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Variation
7)
Assignment:
1. Add the missing names & notes.
2. Play one ex. at a time, until you can do so evenly & fairly quickly. Add emotion to these phrases here.
3. Memorize a few of your favorites.